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SC Group’s Value Creation
-From non-financial capital perspective-

Representative Director, Senior Managing Executive Officer, Chief Strategy Officer, Hirokazu Higashino
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• Based on Tomod's existing footprint, dispense 
drugstore and pharmacy-chain consolidation roll-up 
strategy to coordinate a healthcare platform, and 
establish a base for community-based integrated care 
business

• Establish digital health business model
(through DX solutions, or secondary usage business 
model of healthcare/ medical health records )

Healthcare SBU
<Steady Business 

Growth>

Business Themes

Development and 
deployment of

new medical services

Solving healthcare 
providers’ problems

Health, prevention,
extension of healthy life 

expectancy and providing 
appropriate access 

to healthcare

D
X

• To improve QoL and create sustainable healthcare 
platform, contribute to cost containment of healthcare 
expenditure by providing appropriate medical 
treatment at appropriate place

【Main Group Companies: Tomod’s, Yakuju, etc.】

【Main Group Companies: SC Healthcare, Insmart, etc.】

Overview of Healthcare Business Strategy
Value Creation Case 1 -Tomod’s Drugstore-

〇 Drugstore and Pharmacy Business
・ Community-based Integrated Care

〇 Healthcare related business
〇 Digital health business
〇 Overseas healthcare business

focusing on managed care business
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1990s Today

Established Tomod's predecessor 
(Sep. 1993)

* First internal venture company

Lack of separation of prescription and dispensation:

 Hampered training of expert personnel 

 Led to inappropriate prescription and over-
prescription  

 Drove medicine prices up 

<Business environment/societal conditions>
• Before the separation of prescription and 

dispensation, which was common in the West
• Early days of awareness of importance of self-

medication and self-care

<Business environment/societal conditions>
• Separation of prescription and dispensation 

became well-established
• Ongoing shift from "pharmacy nearest clinic" to 

"personal pharmacy"
• Rising importance of self-medication and self-care

→ Rising expectations for societal role of 
drugstores

236 stores in the Tokyo 
metropolitan area

[Management Principles]
As a retailer supporting medical treatment, Tomod's aims to be its 
customers' "personal pharmacy," helping them live rich and healthy lives

[Personnel development]
 Enhance expertise
 Maintain thorough focus on patients' 

perspectives<Social issues>

The falling population and aging of society:

 Produced soaring healthcare costs

 Created a lack of hospital beds and medical 
personnel

[Transformation in the roles played by 
drugstores/dispensing pharmacies]
 Provide full range of products needed in daily life
 Enrich product selection
 Optimally balance product sales and dispensation
 Open stores in various places trafficked by 

customers in their daily lives
 Create stores customers will want to visit

Solved social issues, aiming to achieve drugstore/dispensing 
pharmacy ideals in the midst of a difficult environment

Business environment and social value
Value Creation Case 1 -Tomod’s Drugstore-
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* Establish "personal drugstores"
* Provide dispensation, beauty, and health 

services
* Expand and enrich consultation functions 

and convenience
* Enhance drug usage instruction services

* Collaboration with Summit (Kenkomi)
* Nutrition instruction and health consultation

Prepare and provide an 
environment that 

enables customers to 
receive safe, 
dependable, 

appropriate, and 
convenient medication 

services

Social value and 
environmental value

Economic value

Today

When business 
began in 1993

Indicators that link to 
impact (top class in 

industry)

Sales: ¥90.4 billion (4.1-fold increase over past 20 years) 
Number of stores: 236 (3.3-fold increase over past 20 years)

Provide new space 
focused on food and 

health

Establish and strengthen competitive 
business superiority

* Pharmacists, national registered dietitians, 
medical assistants, registered medicine 
sellers, and sleep health advisors

* Dispensation rate: Approx. 
80%

* Station-front area/retail 
facility/office store rate: 
Approx. 65%

* Employee medical/health
certification *rate: Approx. 
94%

[Human capital]
* Close ties with community 

and customers
* Customer first
* Pursue economic value
* High level of expertise

[Intellectual capital]
* Dispensation and 

product sales
* Area/scale strategy
* Store development 

know-how
* Targeting + product 

selection

[Business relationship
capital]

* Coordinate with medical 
institutions regarding 
prescriptions at home

* Positive relations with 
manufacturers 
established through 
unique efforts

[Brand capital]
* Cleanliness, familiarity
* Our Group’s integrated 

corporate strengths
* Trust and integrity

Non-financial capital supporting value creation
Value Creation Case 1 -Tomod’s Drugstore-

Time
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Overseas Industrial 
Park SBU

<Steady business 
growth>

Growth strategy (3 pillars)

Comprehensive peripheral 
development

Leveraging of platform 
functions

Expansion of existing 
businesses

Expansion of 
existing 

businesses

Logistics

Solar
(Renewable 
energy IPP)

Tenant-oriented 
trade

Manufacturing 
DX

(DX Center)

HealthcareEducation

Finance

Facility access 
systems

Mobility 
services

Transmission/
data centers/5G

Waste 
management

Energy 
management

Commerce

Retail

Schools

Water
(waterworks 

and sewerage)

Smart 
city/township 
management

Hospitals

Rail

Ports

Housing

Leverage our strengths and coordinate with partners, both inside 
and outside the Group, to expand our industrial park economic 
sphere as an ecosystem that sustainably generates revenue

Overseas industrial park business strategy
Value Creation Case 2 - Overseas Industrial Park Business-
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(↑)
Third Thang Long 
Industrial Park land 
currently being 
prepared (pre-
development)

(↓) Second Thang Long Industrial Park (post-development)

Broadening relations with stakeholders and business expansion in overseas industrial park business 
[Industrial park development, sale, and operation]
* Parceling of industrial park land after land and 

infrastructure preparation
* Provision of utilities and management services

[Providing social value to countries and regions]
* Regional economic and industrial development
* Creation of regional jobs
* Improvement of living standards
* Transfer of industrial technologies and skillsBuilding relationships and establishing trust with tenant 

companies

Building relationships and establishing trust with 
governments

[Establishing bridgeheads in the countries and regions]
* Create Group business to serve as a platform

E.g.) Sumisho Global Logistics, Sumitronics, steel 
service centers

* Creation of new business by establishing greater 
presence

Expansion of business in new companies/regions

Creation of strong, essential relationships with national 
governments

[Synergistic effects of expansion of relationships with 
countries, regions, and companies]
* Development into other businesses and core 

businesses
Van Phong coal-fired thermal power generation 
business, etc.

* Advantageous position in future projects, etc.
North Hanoi sustainable city development
Indonesia EX, etc.

Gain competitive superiority by fostering trust and establishing brand

Business environment and social value
Past overseas industrial park project development

From 1990

32 years

Value Creation Case 2 - Overseas Industrial Park Business-
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When 
business 
began in 1990

* Contributing to development of emerging 
economies through industrial development

* Improvement of living standard in community by 
creating jobs

* Provision of services for tenant companies, 
preparation of business environment, business 
support

* Creation and deepening of business partnership in 
which all Group companies work as one

Contribute to the 
development of 

countries and societies

Overseas industrial park business non-financial assets: Total number of tenant companies: 606, 
Total number of employees: 230,000, Contribute to the profit expansion of tenant Group companies

[Human capital]

* Business operation DNA 
developed through the 
process of attracting 606 
companies

* Broad-ranging experience that 
leverages trading company 
comprehensive strengths and 
platform

[Intellectual capital]
* Experience in attracting 606 

companies
* Intimate knowledge of pain 

points
* Intimate knowledge of local 

legal systems
* Infrastructure provision know-

how
* Industrial park operation 

know-how

[Business relationship
capital]

* Solid relationships of trust with 
governments

* Relationships of trust with 606 
companies by providing support 
after parceling and move-in

[Brand capital]

* SC's brand image among 
governments

* The sense of reliability and 
security that comes with our 
business

* Provision of Japanese-quality 
infrastructure, both physical 
and systemic

Deepen contributions to 
tenant companies

Establish and strengthen competitive business 
superiority

* 6 countries, 9 sites

* Contributing to the creation of next-generation 
social infrastructure

Further contribute to 
countries/societies development

* Steel service centers
* Sumitronics
* Sumisho Global Logistics

* North Hanoi sustainable city, Indonesia EX, 
etc.Today

Social value and 
environmental value

Economic value

Future 
contributions

Non-financial capital supporting value creation
Value Creation Case 2 - Overseas Industrial Park Business-
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Leverage underlying features and strengths of 54 SBUs to maximize social value, environmental value, and economic value 
(plan to generate 600 billion yen profit in FY2025)

Expand non-financial capital to increase medium- and long-term corporate value beyond FY2025

Value creation features shared throughout our Group

Integrity and sincerity

Place prime importance on integrity and 
sound management without pursuing easy 

gains

Long-term perspective

Grand Design

Collaborative creation

Benefit for self and others, private and 
public interests are one and the same

Stay a step ahead in dealing 
with change

Enterprising spirit

Human capital, the source
of value creation

Recognize human resources
as the most important asset

The Sumitomo's business philosophy that runs through the entire Group is passed on in the DNA of 
the Group's employees.

All of our business activities must produce social value, environmental value, and economic value.

Further enhance our ability to create economic value

Expanded in Part 2

The value creation of the Sumitomo Corporation Group
Increasing our Corporate Value 




